Boss bluetooth stereo

The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging
where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store,
unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging,
such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. I installed this
radio on my boat. It's not a true marine radio but it's not exposed to the elements much. Sound
quality is good for the price, pushing four speakers fairly well. I use it with a Sirius XM setup. It
installed easily with the harness and DIN slide in frame. I'll fine tune it for use with the 6. Time
will tell but I expect it to work well for years and at the price, I can just get another if this fails in
a few years. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. I hate to complain about things in life but
this product has been a dud to me. FM and AM reception is horrible and is affected by tall
buildings and even cars in the next lane. BT option seemed to work fine, stereo is fairly easy to
use and navigate. I suspected poor antenna connection was attributing to poor FM and AM
reception and replaced the unit with a brand name stereo which has been working great so it's
not the antenna issue. Works good if you need a cheap radio. Radio is good. Bluetooth works
good. Only complaint is the built in microphone is too weak for phone calls. The other person
can barely hear me talking. Cant expect anything amazing w a unit this cheap but its better than
i expected. This is a good just above basic single din radio pleasantly surprised as the actual
sound quality is better than expected nice clean no fuss radio easy to navigate and looks quite
nice when installed comes with a remote and all fittings to complete basic install if you have a
single din installation already fitted, its a breeze,having no CD is not a issue has its has a
SD,USB port and BLUETOOTH so have the options to stream music from a mobile, also hands
free although basic BT phone its a shame you can't install a phone book and store numbers in a
menu and recall them by a single number memory recall, but its a basic radio not all bells and
whistles and for the price is quite adequate if you want a clean looking good sound basic radio.
The sound quality is not great, but totally works fine and for the price, it's a good deal. I
installed it in my partner's car; she mainly listens to podcasts, and for that purpose, it's just
fine. It's a big improvement over the little FM antenna bluetooth thingy she was using before.
Main complaint is that the display is impossible to see in any amount of daylight, even on the
brightest setting. The unit is very simple in operation, so once you get your phone connected,
you don't really need to see the screen. Overall, a really good deal for the incredibly cheap
price. Skip to main content. About this product. Open box. Make an offer:. Auction: Refurbished.
Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened,
undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Buy It Now. Add to
cart. Make Offer. Box is a little rough around the edges. See all 3 brand new listings. About this
product Product Information The Boss UAB in-dash car radio makes even old classics feel like
an expensive upgrade, delivering sound quality that resounds through the car. It features an
AUX input and is Bluetooth-ready for streaming music. The unit also has a memory card port
and USB input for added versatility. Its depth is 2 inches and has a height of 2. Show More
Show Less. Any Condition Any Condition. Remote not included! See all 10 - All listings for this
product. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all reviews. Great radio
if you have auxiliary or blue tooth needs I installed this radio on my boat. This one is a looser I
hate to complain about things in life but this product has been a dud to me. I suspected poor
antenna connection was attributing to poor FM and AM reception and replaced the unit with a
brand name stereo which has been working great so it's not the antenna issue Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: New. Good for the money Works good if you need a cheap radio. Cant
expect anything amazing w a unit this cheap but its better than i expected Verified purchase:
Yes Condition: New. Boss audio uab Great for the price. OK sound, very dim display. You may
also like. MP3 Players. Taylor Jan 24, Car Stereo 0 comments. Last Updated on December 14, by
Mark S. I often wonder where have technology has taken us. In not more than two decades ago,
the only mean of music was those giant stereo radios which were impossible to move from
places to places easily. But see what we can do in ! A wide array of audio devices are there to
give you an awesome musical experience on the go. However, thinking about all those stereos,
speakers, and subwoofers, most of us often overlook one of the significant audio componentsthe double din head unit. Welcome to the first pick of our boss double din reviews. Just like any
good quality double din, it takes 80w power input and controlled by wireless remote. Hands-free
Bluetooth and a great array of connectivity are the other two perks. But what seemed
uncommon to me is its wide range of acceptability to various kinds of devices. Also, a front,
rear, and sub output will be another plus. Boss Audio, the maker of this speaker understands
Bluetooth speaker users need it portable. While there are pretty many similarities, there are
some drawbacks as well. Being powered by A2DP connectivity technology, it will surely
connect your devices well. Besides, a high-resolution video output along with car steering
remote control has added to its value. As you know, Boss Technology never disappoints with

the connectivity of their products. To empower the Bluetooth, they have used the technology of
their own, called A2DP technology. So, you can be surrounded by both device inputs and your
favorite music album DVD. Apart from the music and videos, this double din head units will take
rear camera inputs and video outputs. It has got one of the best boss double din navigation in it,
that helps you out navigating around the cities, it comes with a preloaded map that has 50
states mapped in it. Lastly, they are compatible with steering wheel interface mode,. Another
popular Boss Technology speaker, another surprise box for us music lovers. It has 50 states
covered in it, and a text-to-speech input to make it easier for the driver. Most of all, I loved the
interface of it and the smoothness it operates through. Do you love the music loud in the car?
Or slow or with high bass? To let you modify your sound adjustment, it has a built-in RDS
speaker that allows you to control the treble, bass, fader, etc. Also, there are some preset sound
equalizations in it. Almost every possible input system is okay for this sweet musical. It
includes all 50 states, with smooth and pre-loaded points in it. Boss BVB double din that
accompanies a 6. The Bluetooth era permits you to stream audio wirelessly from any
like-minded tool like your phone. You are able to stream music from software like Spotify and
Pandora effortlessly, thanks a lot to wireless technology. With a total output of W 80 Watts X 4
Ch and last position memory, you can continue from left off after making a call or answering
one. Double din DVD player 6. BOSS Audio stereos are made to satisfy all of your audio wishes
and create the ultimate listening experience. Can be effectively gotten to utilizing remote
control, directing wheel control, and 6. Nevertheless, it packs parcels of chimes and shrieks to
provide you that fabulous sound involvement you have been continuously needed from a sound
system. The Apple Car Play gives you get to your iPhone apps on the touchscreen. Moreover,
this amazing highlight will tell you your speed and give data on the area. The 6. The best boss
head unit to utilizes Bluetooth innovation, a remote innovation that brings the comfort of
hands-free operation in playing music and making calls. Sound spilling [A2DP] is a sound
convention of Bluetooth innovation. This profile permits for sound to be gushed wirelessly from
your congruous gadget, such as a Smartphone, to the source unit so you will be able to
appreciate your favorite music or spilling music benefits such as Pandora or Spotify, wirelessly.
This boss head unit , Bluetooth prepared source units to form remote hands-free calls when
combined with a Bluetooth prepared Smartphone. Our Steering Wheel Control-compatible
devices permit you to manage the functions of the radio from the buttons on your steerage
wheel if equipped. This gives comfort and protection through permitting you to maintain your
hands on the wheel. An extra interface is required and offered separately. Answer: It has a
culminate combination of tall quality sound yield, an extraordinary network, and a conventional
price-quality proportion that has made this item amazing. If you are looking to drive a more
futuristic automobile, you do not spend huge sums of cash buying a replacement vehicle. There
are many products to upgrade your car, and one in every of the simplest is a car head unit. The
development of your in-car entertainment is going to be significant. Answer: If you are thinking
that Android Auto is simply reserved for those with enough cash to acquire a novel car, you are
sorely mistaken. Because there is now a busy marketplace for the best aftermarket head units ,
which will quickly and simply, be installed into most vehicles, refreshing the inside and bringing
serious Android compatibility into the dash. Even those ancient vehicles with a skinny sliver of
a reproducer can now be finished with an oversized touchscreen that effortlessly connects with
an Android phone to supply hands-free Google Assistant interactivity, effortless navigation, and
on-the-fly entertainment. Answer: There are four primary factors, which will affect the suitability
of a head unit to be used in any, given car system. Betting on the precise situation, a number of
these factors are more important than others. Budget: When upgrading a car system, it is
important to be realistic. Anyone can build a killer electronic equipment by throwing enough
money at the matter, but not everyone has that option. That is why it is vital to give some
thought to what you wish, consider the opposite components you will have to buy, and choose
a head unit that matches your budget. Power: This refers to the audio output that the top unit
sends to your speakers. More power means louder sound, and fewer distortion at medium and
high volume levels, but connecting a strong head unit too weak speakers will not provide great
results. Aesthetics: The way a head unit looks, visually, is often visiting be more important to
some people than others are. The top unit is usually a centerpiece within the dash of a vehicle
though, so it is vital to decide on something that does not look unattractive. In some cases,
aesthetics may even lead you to leave the first equipment OE head unit in situ. Features: the
explanation we use the term head unit rather than car radio is that a head unit can handle most
quite just basic radio duties. If a specific feature is very important to you, like Bluetooth
connectivity, or MP3 compatibility, then confirm to specialize in that. Anyone who is functioning
on a budget will want to seek out the best car head unit that meets or exceeds his or her needs
within the other categories without breaking the bank. However, someone who is trying to

create the proper electronic equipment one piece at a time will have different priorities.
Therewith in mind, we will look at the various qualities that you simply should hunt for during a
great head unit. Answer: Car audio head units all told basic factory sound systems to have
small, built-in amplifiers to power some of the speakers. Since an amplifier is usually buried
within the car, you will rarely see it in an aftermarket original equipment manufacturer electronic
equipment such as you would a head unit and speakers. However, amplifiers are integral
components that provide power and volume to your car tunes, and that they play a very
important part within the character of the music you experience in your car. Without an
amplifier, you may never experience high-quality music reproduction in your car. Answer: Boss
may be a manufacturer of effects pedals for guitar and bass. It is a division of the Roland
Corporation, a Japanese manufacturer that focuses on musical equipment and accessories. In
additional recent times, Boss expanded its product range by including digital studios, rhythm
machines, samplers, and other electronic music equipment. They are also now manufacturing
solid-state amplifiers and speaker heads like the Waza and also the Katana. Which means it can
run navigation and control music for you. However, in Google fashion, they have taken it to the
subsequent level. All of this and you will control it along with your voice. Once Android Auto is
loaded, you are presented with a Google Now-sequel screen with suggestions for places to
navigate to, together with weather and the other important info that has associated with driving.
From there, you will choose via touch any of the suggestions for navigation; otherwise, you can
direct your attention to the five buttons along the underside of the screen. Google Maps, Phone,
and residential will not have anything different from those specific apps. Music and Others are
other stories. Any music apps compatible with Android Auto will show under the music tab, and
you will be able to select whichever you would like. Within the Other section, I have not really
seen anything except for a choice to exit Android Auto, but my understanding is the other
Android Auto approved apps that are not associated with music will show over here. Sound
Quality: If not top 10 head unit of sound quality , then Boss is, definitely, among the highest 30!
Boss car speakers are great looking and offer good sound quality too. If you are someone who
is not into thread-baring detail of each note or key of a song then Boss is going to be the proper
suitable for your car. Operations wise, Boss speakers perform better and last longer than their
equally priced counterparts last and produce a sound that is above average quality. The Price:
Boss speakers do not seem to be as expensive as say the JBLs or the Pioneers but that does
not make them an inexpensive attempt at sound engineering. Innovation, technical strength,
and good designing make Boss speakers one in every of the most effective budget car speakers
available. Boss speakers offer an interesting audio experience and their newer series of car
speakers may be hailed because of the next big thing within the car audio industry. Size and
Shape â€” Speakers by the brand are neither too big nor too small. These may be an excellent
appropriate a spread of car models as their standard size can ergonomically fit into cars. Most
of the Boss speakers include fitted tweeters that are multi-directional and may be adjusted
pivoting within the direction of the listeners. This an excellent feature that many other speakers
do not possess. Today, there are actually many car stereos on the market, and though they do
not ignite anymore, there is still lots of junk out there. So how does one choose the
best-possible car stereo for you, your car, your music, and your budget, wanting to get a degree
in audio engineering? You see the experts. We have been an award-winning mobile electronics
dealer â€” and installer â€” since No, really, there is. Before you place your internet-police
badge on and last an epic interweb tirade, hear us out. It is no secret that Boss Audio products
are not intended to win competitions with or meant to be wont to build a sound reproduction
system. Admittedly, boss products have historically been seemed to be entry-level. Thanks to
this, Boss Audio is usually bathed in an exceeding sea of negativity, and people related to them
get a pleasant dose of hate themselves â€” for the record, we are prepared. Still, there is a large
misunderstanding out there, on why retailers carry them, people buy them, and why they are
still around. Answer: All Android auto head units offer something slightly different, so you
would like to determine which features are most significant to you. Here could be a list of a
number of the items that you just should air the lookout for, so you will be able to create your
own shopping list of qualities that you just would really like the foremost in a very head unit.
Before selecting an Android auto head unit , it is smart that you just choose one, which is
straightforward to use from installation to operation. Search for an intuitive interface and tactile
controls. While many devices are touchscreen, plenty of them still has physical buttons, as
these are easier to use while driving. Check what variety of instructions and installation guides
are available to create your life easier. You must also hunt for clear menus and navigation.
Another feature to test is a way to connect your phone or other devices. Now, you will be
wondering why you would want to delve into the globe of Android Auto aftermarket products.
Well, there are many advantages that you simply can expect to enjoy by installing one. Here are

some of the most positives. Before you get an Android car stereo , you ought to ensure that the
top unit fits inside your car. It is possible to try to do yourself if you have mandatory car skills
and tools. A number of the most pieces of apparatus that you just need include screwdrivers, a
prying tool, and a hand tool. Of course, the precise tools you wish will vary from one vehicle to
the subsequent, so do not take this as a tough and fast guide. Thanks for being till the very end
of these reviews of three of the best sellers from Boss Technology. Throughout the article, all
we wanted to demonstrate these and let you pick the best one for you. Your email address will
not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Contents 0. Are Boss head units any good? What is the best aftermarket head unit?
How do I choose a head unit? Do head units have built-in amps? Who makes boss audio? What
is an Android car stereo? What is the best car sound system brand? What is the best sound
system for a car? Is Boss Audio a good brand? Are Android head units worth it? Check Price.
Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search for:. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. With a
big 6. With Siri voice controls you can get directions, look for points of interest, check your
messages and reply to them, play music and more. Bluetooth technology lets you play and
control music apps and make calls hands-free. Make changes to your music choices and
settings with ease using the existing steering wheel controls or the touchscreen. Get real-time
alerts on Google Maps and Waze. Make calls, check your messages, reply back, and use your
favorite music apps, all while keeping your hands on the steering wheel. Bluetooth enabled for
wireless hands-free calling and speaker listening when paired with a smartphone. Supports
USB flash drive files up to 32 GB for music playback on units without monitors and music,
photo and video playback on units with monitors. Control this unit using the vehicle's existing
steering wheel control buttons. An additional interface sold separately is required. ID3 Tag
allows the audio file to store and display additional data such as title, artist, album, track
number and more. Digital Touchscreen TFT Widescreen capacitive display panel with innovative
graphic interface for touch control of many of this unit's features and functions. Skip to main
content. Buy new:. Ships from: VM Express. Sold by: VM Express. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb
26 Order within 1 hr and 55 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. VM Express.
Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's
warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No
Thanks. Save with Used - Very Good. Ships from: DiscountCentralOnline. Sold by:
DiscountCentralOnline. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and sold by
DiscountCentralOnline. About this item Apple CarPlay: access icons on your iPhone by
activating Siri voice controls the touchscreen. Available Features include phone, music, maps,
text messages, radio, podcasts, audiobooks. Make your drive more interesting Messages: with
Siri on your side, you can ask her to read you your messages, reply as well as send them. Siri
lets you concentrate on what matters most. Driving Back up safely: The BVCPA takes safety to
another level by lowering the volume every time you put your car in reverse to see the rear
surroundings on your screen Maps: need gas? Search along your route by asking Siri, and car
Play will direct you every step of the way and tell you the speed limit too. Third-party navigation
apps like Google maps, wake and baidu are also available Bluetooth: make calls hands-free with
the help of Siri. Get real-time alerts on Google maps and Waze. Make calls, check your
messages, reply back, Use music apps, all while keeping your hands on the steering wheel
Apps: rearrange how you want your apps to appear in car Play through the settings on your
iPhone. Connect a rearview camera sold separately and backup safely. The steering wheel
interface allows you to use the existing functions on your steering wheel interface module sold
separately. We strongly encourage professional Installation of this product to ensure proper
and safe functionality. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that delivers quickly. Amazon's
Choice. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by VM Express.
FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. From the manufacturer. Bluetooth Hands-free Bluetooth enabled for
wireless hands-free calling and speaker listening when paired with a smartphone. Steering
Wheel Controls Control this unit using the vehicle's existing steering wheel control buttons.
Touchscreen Control Digital Touchscreen TFT Widescreen capacitive display panel with
innovative graphic interface for touch control of many of this unit's features and functions.

Compare with similar items. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. The unit is super easy to install, easy to use, and has a lot of
features. No, but it isn't intended to compete with that. There are some things I'd like to be able
to change boot up animation, station favorites scanning button, and some others but that
comes with any user interface you have personal opinions about. Images in this review. But I
wanted CarPlay and this was a pretty inexpensive way to do it. The screen is a bit dim, and
adjusting the brightness doesn't seem to really make it any brighter, which is only really a
problem if it's pretty sunny out and you need to see the navigation. Other than that everything
works as expected, it's relatively responsive, all the features seem to work. One thing I noticed
on a long car ride was that every few hours or so it would briefly disconnect from CarPlay and
start playing the radio, and my phone would lock and sleep, though that could have been my
phone. So far I am liking it, at least for the price, but will update after more use. Ends a long
hunt and fight to get a decent system into my old Ranger. I was very skeptical about this BOSS
system but the reviews seemed quite promising and not fabricated and puffed up. Thank you to
the other reviewers! This does deliver what it says. The radio works and pulls in stations well,
the back up camera view works very well with the camera I had already installed, Apple Car Play
works, and the sound output is more then adequate for my system and I'm able to make and
receive calls clearly using the mic it comes with. All 5 of these key features did not work with
my previous Chinesieum knock off radio system, not to mention I had to mangle my dash to get
the disaster to even fit. Enough of me complaining about a bad purchase, the BOSS is where I
should have started in the first place. The screen is nice, sharp, and responsive and I found the
settings exceptional adjustable and easy to navigate as well. First of all I did alot of research on
lower end Apple Carplay radios. So here are some are my thoughts on this unit. I installed this
unit into a Honda Element, definitely modernizes the interior of the vehicle, it looks good. I read
other reviews that stated it was not bright enough I found that even with my factory tints it is
bright enough and I have no complaints about brightness. As far as power and sound quality it
is more than enough for me. It moves the four factory speakers very well and the EQ is easy to
get to from the main screen and has several presets and a user set option. I did not install either
an amp or a reverse camera so I cant comment on either. Remember this radio does not have a
cd player. Another issue you must consider when buying this radio Apple carplay or Android
car is not via bluetooth it is connected from your phone to the radios USB. This radio has 2 USB
connectors one is for carplay the other is for charging or playing files such as music or video.
You will probably have to buy USB extension wires to be able to gain access. What I did was to
open a hole on my dash and I installed a 2 usb panel with extension wires. Its a clean install and
looks factory. They sell them here on amazon. Overall I think this radio is fine for the average
person. Make sure you do your research on Apple carplay. I really thought it did more but
overall im happy. Please rememeber my opinion about apple carplay has nothing to do with the
quality of the radio its the apple interface. One of the things i really wanted was to play movies i
had saved on my computer. I filled a mini usb drive with music and video. Over 30 gigs of music
and double that in video. The music files all play fine but video is an issue because the unit only
supports 3 video formats the very popular MP4 is not one of them. I wish i would have known
this before. If one of your plans for this unit or any type of unit is to play your own videos
through USB make sure you know the video formats it will play. If this is really not something
you wish to do then you should be good. One thing I did not realize about Apple CarPlay is that
when you receive a text Siri will dictate it to you and then ask you if you want to respond. You
cannot see the written text on the screen. Please note if you speak multiple languages there is
no way to change language settings. Apple CarPlay will only work in the default language your
phone is set to. In my case that is English however I do text many people in Spanish. So
because of this I still catch myself having to look at my phone when certain people text me. If
you listen to podcast you will be happy as well and multiple apps available to listen to your
podcast. When making and receiving calls it is great not having to look at your phone. Another
great feature of Apple CarPlay is being able to view your calendar. As far as Apple CarPlay I
honestly thought it did more and it would be nice if in the future Apple would add more features
to this interface. Either way using your phone while driving is a phenomenon that will not go
away anytime soon. We do so many things on our phones even with Apple CarPlay there is no
way you will not unlock your phone to see other things. A nice feature to add would be access
to emails. I will use it a bit more and report back in the future. I was very surprised to learn from
someone I was speaking to using Apple CarPlay that the unit sounds better via direct Bluetooth

then through Apple CarPlay. What happen was I reached my destination and decided to unplug
the phone before getting out of the vehicle but the vehicle was still on. So when I did that it
connected to the unit via Bluetooth. The person then asked me what did you do, you sound
better now. I tested it two more times with two other people and both of them agreed it sounds
better direct Bluetooth then through Apple CarPlay. If I discover something else I will posted on
this review. I hate to report this unit went bad. The volume buttons stopped working. What a
shame as you can read in my reviews i was happy overall but yesterday the volume buttons
stopped working. There is a reset to default option in settings and I did it twice and nothing i
also disconnected the car battery for a while and nothing. Thank goodness i bought this here on
Amazon i have until the 31st to return it. If i had bought it elsewhere i would have had to deal
direct with Boss which like most manufacturers is probably not a good experience. I purchased
the Pioneer NEX i dont like the fact it only has one USB input but it does have a dvd-cd player
that supports many more file types so hopefully it will workout. Just want to mention in addition
to the volume buttons the radio control also doesnt work cannot change stations. Strangely
apple carplay still works fine. Unless i got a lemon i cannot at this point recommend buying this
unit. Very annoying And embarrassing. This was one of the worse experiences. Should def buy
this if u like hearing a sharp, high pitched static like sound out of no where every couple of
seconds sometimes with the beat of music. Also to top it off It started happening right after the
return window closed. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I really like all of the
features that are designed into this radio, BUT mine seems to have several issues. I can't seem
to convince this thing when it is day time. The display wants to invert the brightness settings,
and worst of all it sets google maps to nighttime black background during daylight and
vice-versa! My phone is telling it the proper time AND timezone, and manual setting these
things does nothing to fix the problem. Weird, like, very bizarre for a stereo unit to lock out the
volume controls. I'm looking to have this fixed or replaced. Not putting up with this. Installed
this for CarPlay features wanted in older vehicle. Very impressed with the result from such a
value priced unit. Installed was easy with the right dash kit and harness splicing easy with
everything labelled. Boss Audio is sending me a replacement but won't reimburse the labour
cost for install or return shipping for the defective unit. Been weeks without music in my car
and I am so frustrated! This unit is really not that great. I had it installed professionally and it's
super glitchy. Only works sometimes. It constantly restarts itself and powers down randomly.
Definitely not impressed with it at all!! Great stereo. Installed easy. Excellent user interface with
large touch zones for when driving. Great screen. Nice to put apple car play in my old truck.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: Best estereos for cars , Best tv decks for cars , Best touchscreen radios for car ,
iphone receiver , phone lcd screen , gps receiver. There's a pro
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